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[HE COLLAPSE OF ft PIER 
H0RL8 THOOSftNOS BELOW
NEWS OF THE WORLD.
Icausing the Death of Thirty-Five People 





Long Beach, Cal., May 24.—Too weak 
to uphold the burden of nearly ten thous- 
lancl human beings assembled for the 
festivities of the British Empire Day 
jcelebration, the land end of the big 
idoube-decked pier in front of the city 
auditorium, collapsed to-day. Hundreds 
|of people on the top deck were dropped 
down on the heads of the other hundreds 
jcrowded on the deck below.
The lower deck then gave way, and all 
were dropped down a chute of shattered 
Iwoodwork to the tide-washed sands 
twenty-five feet below.
Thirty-five people, mostly women, were 
killed by the shivered timbers, or crushed 
to death by the falling bodies. Fifty
more were seriously injured, while hys­
terical and paralyzing fright disabled 
scores. A section of the auditorium also 
went down in the crash, and the debris 
from it was added to the wreckage that 
fell on top of the injured and the dead.
Suits for heavy damages aggragating, 
it is said, $1,000,000 will arise out of the 
disaster.
Immediate relief is being dispensed to
sufferers and those depenaent on them.
It is said the accident was caused by 
jhe uniform marching of a large proces­
sion. ,
All kinds of allegations are being made 
of graft in the construction of the pier 
and in its regular inspection.
Allies Satisfied With Terms— 
Great Britain Gains Island 
of Cyprus.
ISUEm DISW HIS 
MIHy PUCES OF INFEREST
London, May 26.—The allies informed 
Osman Nizman Pasha at a joint meeting 
of the Balkan and Ottoman peace dele­
gates to-day that they had no intention 
of asking for further modification of the 
peace terms already put forward. This 
announcement is regarded as an import­
ant step in the direction of peace, as the 
Turks anticipated that if any modifica­
tions were suggested it would leave the 
door open for further demands on the 
part of the allies.
Turkey has definitely ceded the island 
of Cyprus to Great Britain, according to 
the Constantinople correspondent of the 
Empress, who claims to have received a 
formal statement to that effect from the 
best informed source. The cession of the 
island is said to have been due to clauses 
in the Anglo Turkish entente.
The strained relations between the 
Balkan allies shows little improvement. 
A Times dispatch from Athens says 
that the Greek fleet while passing Kavata 
was fired upon by the Bulgarian shore 
batteries.
The incident, following the severe 
fighting at Salonica, has created a painful 
impression at Athens, and the Greek gov­
ernment is making urgent representations 
to the Bulgarians. The danger of war 
between the allies distracts attention for 
the moment from the peace negotiations 
with Turkey.
Interesting Items of News From Neigh­
boring Town in Centre of Nature’s 
I Beauty Spots.
SIDNEY WATER SUPPLY
Hidden modestly from the gaze of 
of passers by, on the west Sfaanich road 
to the west of Mt. Newton’s greenhouses, 
is one of the beauty spots of Saanich. 
Green lawns and pretty borders artistic- 
I ally arrctnged and filled with flowers. 
Beyond these some nice pens of Wyan­
dotte fowls luxuriate on clean green 
grass, and a pretty peep through wood­
lands at the sea, completes a picture of 
loveliness. This is the property of Mr. 
Tillard, an Englishman, who, unlike some 
of his flowers, is not one of the show 
variety. The work he accomplishes is 
groat, yet everything is in beautiful or- 
I der, a credit to himself and Saanich, 
i Mr. Biirge has sold his place at the 
summit of the hill on crossroad,
eight and one-half acres for $12,000. 
There is a beEiutiful view of the Malahat 
range aiid the Saanich Inlet, but not a 
little value i» in the well planned grounds 
in front of the house. It is astonishing 
what value lies in a property surrounded 
by flowers nicely cultivated. Many a 
piF3co of real estate lies Idle and unton- 
uittod just for the lack of a few dollars 
wisely spent in plants, shrubs and lawns.
We regret to say that Mr. Hyde is 
about to leave Saanich, having sold his 
interest in the Newton greenhouses to his 
partners. Mr. and Miu Hyde will be 
missed by their many friends.
Mias Ella John has returned from a 
visit to Honolulu and San InTuiscibco 
whore she has been spending a happy 
time wilh her sister, who accompanied 
her.''
The New System Approaches Completion 
On Beacon Avenue.
Long before this is in print the main 
line of pipes will be laid down Beacon 
Avenue to its extremity at the wharf. 
Water has already been turned into the 
pipes as Lir as the cemetery along the 
MEiny of the laterals are
FOREIGN.
At Madison, Wis., the governor 
vetoed the bill for a referendum 
subject of women’s suffrage.
In the German Reichstag a bill has 
been introduced making very heavy pen­
alties for the disclosure of military sec­
rets.
No proceedings will be taken to disturb 
the bodies of the late Capt. Scott and the 
men who died with him on the late ill- 
fated Antarctic expedition.
The trial has commenced in London in 
which Cecil Chesterton, editor of the Eye 
Witness, is charged with criminal libel.
The whole Marconi affair, a prominent 
issue in British politics, is likely to be 
reviewed.
Serious damage by lightning is report­
ed from the neighboring state of Wash­
ington. At Walla W^alla three per­
sons have been struck and may not re­
cover. Owing to the complete destruct­
ion of telephone and telegraph wires the 
full extent of the damage is not known.
The British House of Parliament re-‘ 
assembled onTuesday last and were con­
fronted with an immense program of 
business, which it is expected will take 
them until October to carry through. 
The business includes Home Rule, Welsh 
disestablishment and Scottish temper­
ance, finance, revenue and plural voting.
It is reported that they entirely denud­
ing the land of grass, as well as destroy­
ing all kinds of foliage. Stock, especial­
ly sheep, have been left in a state of star­
vation by lack of pasturage after the 
grasshoppers passed. Government, state 
and railroad experts have combined to 
fight the pest.
In Washington, D.C,, a permanent and 
influential society has been formed of 
medical men and laymen of note from 
all over the United States with the object 
of fighting the dread disease of cEincer, 
of instructing the public as to its avoid­
ance and of prosecuting researches for a 
remedy.
Mrs. Pankhurst the leader in London of 
the militant suffragettes is again in Hollo­
way gaol. She has been re-arrested, 
having in the opinion of the authorities 
recovered her health sufficiently to war­
rant her serving another period of her 
three year sentence. Mrs Pankhurst de­
clared that she would continue her hun­
ger strike until she died, or the Govern­
ment gave the women the vote.
Travelling northeastward, a column of
OF B, C. ftOENI
Handsome New Office Building 
Being Erected For Agent 
General and Staff.
EIHPIBE DIV CELEBHITHS 
ID All PIRTS OF THE WORLD
In England Large Gatherings of Children 
Salute the Flag—The Commonwealth 
Also Honors the Day.
London, Eng., May 22.-The old Con­
tinental hotel at Lower Regent and 
Charles streets, one of London’s best 
known land marks, and famous for many 
years as a rendezvous for supper parties, 
has been sold to British Columbia and in 
a few weeks will be torn down with 
three other adjoining buildings to make 
way for a big office building, to be the 
London headquarters of the Canadian 
province. The owner of the Continental 
is Signor Oddenino, who is proprietor of 
the Gambrinus Gafe and the Imperial 
restaurant, just above Piccadilly circus.
London, May 26.—The celebration of 
Empire Day throughout England was in 
every way satisfactory, and thousands of 
children saluted the flag. At the Guild 
hall celebration, Earl Meath, father of 
the Empire Day movement, stated that 
millions of children were honoring the 
flag, not for the purpose of brandishing 
the sword, but in order to make the Em­
pire and the world better and happier.
Meibom ne. May 26.—Empire Day cele­
brations were carried out enthusiastic­
ally throughout the Commonwealth on 
Saturday. In every capital naval and 
military veterans were entertained at 
luncheons.
A vrireless message was received from 
Dr. Douglas Mawsoii and his party in the 
Antarctic, conveying greetings from the 
present inhabitants of Adelie Land.
DOMINION PARLIAMENT
A YEARLY PAPER
Prorogation is Expected to Take Place 
on the Fifth of June.
There is still much business to.be done 
in the Dominion House of Commons but 
the members have set to work in earnest 
in an endeavor to get it all finished in 
time to prorogue the house by the fifth 
of June.
Little Journal Published Once a Year in 
the Far North,
ft NOTfiBLE JEOBiG GIFT 
TO m iRRlEB PftlR
The German Emperor Presents a Throne 
to His Daughter and Her Husband 
on Their Wedding Day.
There exist several journals that make 
their appearance only once a year. These 
are puVdished within the confines of the 
north polar circle. The Eskimo Bulletin, 
for example, is edited near Cape Prince 
of Wales, on Behring Strait.
Here, in a village inhabited by Eski­
mos, the English missionaries have es­
tablished a school, and as only one steam­
er lands at this place, and that only once 
a year, the news that it brings is con­
signed to a sheet of paper printed with 
the mimeopraph. Its size is eight by 
twelve inches. The paper is very thick 
and only one surface is used.
This Eskimo Bulletin in a subhead 
claims to be the “only yearly paper.” 
This, however, is an error, for there is 
an annual sheet published in Godthaab,
The royal wedding in Berlin has been Greenland, where a small printing office 
inciuyruvy to ____ ^cfoKiichof n 1862. whence news
undei^riruction, the main lateral on I grasshoppers five miles long and eighteen 
unaei cuu&u ui.u , _ ,.rian ic .-Annried in NortheasternFifth Street which will run out to the 
Sanitarium is completed for over 1,000 
feet and it will not be very long before 
the entire system is finished and the 
much needed water available to all con- 
aumers.
EXHIBITION CAUSES RIOT
Women of Berlin Fight to See Beautiful
Dreaaefl of Fnvorile PrinceBs.
The exhibition of the bridal trousseau 
of the Princess Victoria in Berlin caused 
a riot among the crowds of women \yho 
flocked to see the display. Hat pms, 
finger nails, teeth and parasols were used 
na weapons of warfare. The officinla of 
the museum were appalled, The man­
agement called the police. When they 
arrived they had to clear the building 
before they could disperse the womcm 
combatants. The worst offenders ^were 
employees of the fashionable modistes.
/ The new Central Building in Virinria 
has been acquired by the German Uma- 
dian Trust Co. at a price exceeding $400,
000.'"A',''v
miles wide,'is reported in ortheastern 
New Mexico. Reports that the millions 
of grasshoppers seem to spread as they 
travel, and also the appearance of small­
er bodies of grasshoppers in sections of 
West Texas, have caused fear of a gener­
al grasshopper pest in the southeast es­
pecially in Texas Western Oklahamaand 
New Mexico,
In order to help in the reduction of the 
cost of living the French Government 
will reduce the duty on horses imported 
for slaughtering purposes from $30 to $10 
There are in Franco 800 places where 
horses arc slaughtered, Paris consumed 
1,000 during 1911. The animals are val­
ued at $40 to $60. Horse meat sclTs at 
3 1-3 cents a pound.
In liis evidence before the court that is 
trying the libel suit which Ex-President 
Roosevelt is bringing against the. editor 
of a paper called Iron Ore, who charged 
him with drunkenness, Mr. Roosevelt 
stated that he had never drunk a cock­
tail or a highball in hislifc and hnd never 
tasted brandy or whiskey, except on the 
advice of a doctor. The only wines he 
had drunk were Mnderia, champagne, 
and very o(u;«i,sionally, sherry.
carried out with the most stately pomp, 
the proceedings being capped at a royal 
banquet by the announcement made by 
the German Emperor that the crown of 
the Duchy of Brunswick would be con­
ferred on the happy couple by whose 
marriage the houses of Hohenzollern and
Hanover have become united.
was established in 1862, whence news 
sheets and lithographic prints have been 
issued. The journal in question is en­
titled Atnagagdlintit, NEilinginarmik Tus- 
aruminasassumik, that is “Something for 
reading: accounts of all sorts of enter­
taining subjects. The language is that 
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A daily governess with knowledge of 
music to teach young children; family in 
Sidney. Apply to Mrs. Adamson, Sea 
Point, Sidney, B. C.




A Pleasant Outing Was Spent at Arm­
strong’s Point on Victoria Day 
Victoria District lodge No 2 of the Interr 
national Order of Good Templars held 






-Baron of Buchlyvie, (No. 11263)
-Elsie Royal (Vol. XXIX) by Mon- 
trave Mac, (No. 9958)
ceived and transcribed by the hun­
dreds of operators and convey them to 
a certain point for dispatch. Formerly 
this was done by hand, boys and girls 
being employed for the purpose. In­
ventive genius has been hard at work 
upon this matter, however, and the re­
sult is an arrangement known as a 
“pick-up conveyor,” which is almost 
human in its working. Bach table in 
the room is equipped with a kind of 
miniature overhead railway upon 
which are constantly travelling a num-They arrived by special train from Vic
toria at 11.45 a. m., and were met at the 1 her of small clips which are normally 
Bred by Jas. Hamilton Drumburle, Ayr-1 station by a committee from the Sidney open. Facing each operator is a metal
Lodge who conducted them to the picnic tray upon which he lays the written 
grounds at Robert’s Bay where lunch message he has received. Presently 
was prepared. The number of visitors one of these clips passes his tray and, 
was not as great as was expected, there in so doing, by a w'onderfully-ingenious 
being only about 80 Victoria friends. selective arrangement picks up, as you 
After lunch the sisters and brothers of would between your fingers and thumb.
THE MODERN ELECTRIC SHOP
Headquarters for Electric Irons, Coffee 
Percolators, Toasters, Curling Irons
—ALSO------
Electric Fixtures, Table Lamps, Porch Lamps,
Art Glass Domes, Etc.
CREECH-HUGHES ELECTRIC Co.




Terms—$5 at time of service and $20 
when mare proves in foal.
Will stand for service at the Prairie Hotel 
stables, Saanichton, from Thursday noon I several lodges composing the district I the me.ssage and conveys it quickly 
Friday morning, and will not go to lodge started the afternoon with sports away out of sight to the distant re-
Sidney as previously advertised. For S^mes bathing and boating. The child- ceiving platform, when, at the right
particulars apply to Jas. Biggam, care of | enjoyed the races for which prizes of instant, it releases its burden, which
candy were given. falls into a particular receptacle placed
Dinner was called at 5.30 and after it i for it and it alone. It then continues
was over the picnicers repaired to Ber- its journey, always “snapping” at the
quist s small hall where an entertainment one particular tray whether there is a
was given by the visiting lodges. message for it or not. There are hun
The program was a very varied one ^^eds of these silent messengers busy 
consisting of songs and recitations which the day, each one responsible for its 
were much enjoyed. One item that f®' own operator, and the room is a verit- 
ceived very hearty applause was the moving cords and
Scottish dances which were given by a 
visiting brother.
After the program the Grand Chief 








For all purposes at reasonable 
rates. No dirty belts, whirring 
shafts or noisy engines.
Convenient 
Clean
P. Hicks, of Euquimalt, was called and 
gave a short address on the growth of 
the order in the province. The company 
then made their way to the station for 
the return' trip a tired but happy crowd
CONFESSIONS OF A POLICE 
COURT INTERPRETER.
I ran across him in the Whitechapel 
road. By trade he was a newsvender 
and tobacconist, but supplemented his 
earnings, so he told me, by acting from
and all voted that their first picnic at time to time as interpreter at the police
Contractor and Builder
Will be glad to furnish estimates for the construction 
of buildings of any description.
Few people living within a reason­
able distance from our lines use 
anything but Electric Light, be­
cause it is SAFE and CHEAP.
Write or phone us and let us talk 
over the matter of extending our 
services to your neighborhood.
BRITISH COLUMBIA ELEC­
TRIC RAILWAY CO.. LTD.
Corner Fort and Langley Streets, 
VICTORIA, B. C.
Phone 1609 P. 0. Box 1580
^ 1 Sidney had been a very enjoyable one.
MACHINERY IN BIG POST 
OFFICES.
A visit to the chief Metropolitan and 
many of the larger provincial head 
post offices would come as a revelation 
to most people. “They are more like 
factories than offices,” remarked a 
visitor to the writer recently, and, in­
deed, there was much justification for 
his remark.; '
The machinery at these gigantic in­
stitutions is of the most varied char­
court.
“I can speak Chinese—a bit, that is, 
and'French a bit also, and German is 
my native tongue,” he said, and so the 
police, when they want an interpreter 
at the court, and sometimes at the 
station, come .to me.
“I get 7s. 6d. for a day’s "work at the 
court—it is not much; in Germany 
they pay 30s. to a.n interpreter.
“I was interpreting once for a China­
man who was ..accused of stabbing a 
man; it was a serious charge, but the 
Chinaman didn’t seem to understand 
this. When I had explained the charge
y
LAND ACT
acter. Most of them, to begin with, are 
equipped with a complete electric light | to him, he said, T only stabbed him in 
and power plant, comprising a battery the arm. It could not have hurt him 
of boilers and large steam-driven dy- much. If I had stabbed him in the 
names. The convenience of the public neck it would have killed him.’ 
is considered and safeguarded to the “When he was committed for trial 
extent of providing duplicate sets of the Chinaman said to me from the 
even the most expensive machinery, so dock, ‘Did you say I only stabbed him 
that any breakdown of the running in the arm?’
units is always provided against—-the “On another occasion T was inter­
standby set being always ready for preting in a case in which a Chinaman 
action. was charged with stealing some
In the Birmingham office are six clothes, 
powerful lifts constantly in use day and " ‘No one saw me taking them and 
night for the conveyance of malls from no one knows where they are,’ he said, 
floor to floor. When he was sentenced to three
The last six years has seen a revolu- months, he sald,“X will give back the 
tlon In the method of dealing with such clothes; they a.ro not worth three
/ ::; WE ARE, HERE - TO^ STAY
















All Kinds of Repairs. Estimates Given
I D
Form No. 11
VICTORIA LAND DISTRICT 
DISTRICT OF NORTH 
SAANICH
Take notice that The Converse 
Brown Shingle Co., Limited, of Sidney 
B.C., occupation shingle manufactur 
ers, intends to apply for permission 
to lease the following described fore­
shore lands covered at high water;— 
Commencing at a post planted at 
High Water Mark on Bazan Bay and 
being S. 36°, 22 ’W., and at a distance 
of eleven hundred and eighty-two 
(1182) feet from the northeast corner 
of Section 9, Range 4, E.; District of 
North Saanich; thence S. 53°, 00 'E, 
for a distance of three hundred and 
fifty (350) feet; thence S. 370, 00 'W. 
for a distance of five hundred (500) 
feet; thence N. 53°, 00 'W. for a dist- 
tance of three hundred and fifty (350) 
feet to a post marked “S. W. Cor.” at 
High Water Mark; thence N, 37°, 00 
’E., following High Water Mark for 
a distance of five hundred (500) feet, 
more or less, to point of cornmence- 
ineiil, and coatuining four acres, aujrc 
ov lam, ■ ^
CONVERSE BROWN SHINGT.E CO, 
T. J, Converse, rresident,
H, Brown, Sec.-Treas.
Dated at Sidney, March 18, 1913.
matters as obliterating the stamps on 
letters. This is clone almost entirely 
by machinery, the stamping machines
months in prison.’
“Sometimes when a I'orelgnor is 
charged at the police court he pre-
DEALER IN
grain, hay, coal Etc
In use having been brought to such- tends not to understand English be- 
perfection that they will deal with lot- cause he thinks this may help him to 
ters and postcards at the rate of six get off more easily, 
hundred per minute. At Christmas 'T was once interpreting in a case In 
time, in the office in question, four of which a German was charged with as- 
these ai’e kept working Incessantly for saulting a policeman. In the middle of 
four or five days. A little calculation the case the German, when the assault- 
by the mathematlcally-fncllnod reader ed policeman was giving evidence, ox- 
wUl give him some idea of the amount claimed In English, 'That Is a He.’ 
of correapondenoe which passes "I wasn't wanted after that,
through a busy office during the festive “The interpreting work at the Lon-
season. don police courts Is done very casual-
All kinds of Poultry Food, Field and Garden Seeds
A Limited Quantity of
Ryder’s St. Albans Garden Seeds
Lime, Plaster, Pressed Brick, Fire Brick, Fireclay,
Etc«, always on hand.
A very Important part of the engi­
neering equipment, of a post office Is 
its pneumatic plont. Powerful alr- 
compressora In the basement are eon- 
stnntly forcing air Into huge contain­
ers, from which radiate miles of pneu­
matic tubOH. Messages are placed In 
small cylindrical leather carriers with 
felt discs attached to one end, These 
discs fit the tube fairly tightly, and 
thus the rush of air through the tubes 
forces tlie currier and Its message 
along. In rnany Instance.B the tubes 
are laid underground ond carry mos- 
sages to outlying offices ii mile or two 
aiHtaut.'
In the instrument rooms, which nre 
iTsnally situated on the upper floors, 
some very IntcrcstlnB mnehlnery mny
bo seen, It Is neceasnry to continually
iy^—there are only one or two official 
Interpreters! most of it la done by men 
called In by tbo police, like myself, and 
employed only when recinlrod,
“There la a well-known case of a 
man who was picked up by the police 
outside a certain court to interpret 
In tlio case of an Italian charged with 
‘loitering.’ The Interpreter didn't im- 
der.stand «. word of Italian, but he pro­
tended lie did: when addressing the 
prisoner he did so In a concocted dia­
lect, and all the prisoner did was to 
.shake his head and say ^ho did not 
understand.’ 'He says “Npt guilty,” sir. 
Unit is all,' isiUd the inlcriirotcr to the 
mnglstrnte, and the Italian got off, 
'ariio maglstrato did not understand 
a word of Ttnllnn, fortunnlely for the 
Interpreter, otherwise ho would not
Complete Electrical Installations”«
WIRING FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS, 
MOTORS, BELLS AND 
ANNUNCIATORS
W. R. SMITH
liERQUlST BLOCK SIDNEY, B.C.
collect the messages ns they nre re- have been pnld his 7s. (Id,”
I
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DIIGES RESniS M 
m DRNER ARRESTED
Ht is the First Case of the Kind Tried on 
the Island and a Fine is Imposed— 
Other Items of Interest.
at Ascot and the Goodwood Cup, all of 
these races being run consecutively. He 
was responsible for a great performance 
in running second to Demure for the Ce- 
sarewitch, carrying the weight of 9 stone 
12 pounds and running the winner to 
three-quarters of a length.—Colonist




Ganges, May 27.—The first prosecution 
indcr the Motor Traffic Act was held on 
ednesday last before Lieut. Col Lay- 
ird J-P., and Surgeon Lieut. Col. Beech, 
/hen A.’ R. Bittahcourt was convicted 
ind fined $15 and costs for allowing his 
•ar to be driven at a greater speed than 
as reasonable, having regard to the 
lublic safety. Messrs. Calthrop and 
;urtis only narrowly averted a serious 
tccident by their horse backing the rig 
)ver a steep bank on the roadside as a 
•esult of the car coming on them sud- 
lenly round a sharp corner on the down 
trade.
A very successful lawn tennis tourna­
ment was held at Mr. John Halley’s on 
Impire Day, when Mr. Halley and Mrs.
Crofton carried off the prize for mixed 
loubles.
Mr. and Mrs. Bromielaw have lately 
irrived from the Old Country on a visit 
[0 Mr. W. J. Walcot.
There is some talk of a new steamer 
leing operated on the Gulf route, trad­
ing between Victoria, New Westminster, 
ianaimo and the Islands. This should 
)every satisfactory if it fits into tne C.
R. off days, as Mayne, Pender and 
last Salt Spring feel the want of con- 
lection with Victoria on Friday so that 
;hey can ship perishable produce for the 
lalurday market. \
There are only two occasions when 
women may cross the bachelor thres­
hold oil an army officers’ mess. One is
when a ball or other entertainment is
(
Australian Evolution
The world is growing old. Even Aus- 
Iralia is celebrating the one hundred and 
twenty fifth anniversary of the first Brit­
ish settlement in that country, on the site 
Ivhere now stands the city of Sydney New 
Pouth Wales, :
When those Britishers: first squatted at 
Port Jackson, the United States was en- 
loying its first presidential election. The 
assembling of the states general^ which 
aay be said to have opened the French 
I'evolutioni was a year in the future, 
ingland was nui'sing a grudge against 
jthe universe for the loss she had sustain- 
jecl in the American revolution, which 
|ended half a dozen years before.
Canada consisted of Nova Scotia, New 
Brunswick and the settlements along the 
|St Lawrence. The “Great American 
llesort’’comprised nearly everything west 
iof the Mississippi. Algeria, Tunis, Tripoli, 
land Egypt paid tribute to the Sultaw of 
iTurkey, and Greece, Bulgaria, Servia, 
iRoumania and Montengro were directly 
iunder the sultan’s rule.
Verily, there have been changes dur- 
Jing those 126 years, and the most strik­
ing changes have not occurred in Austra­
lia. That great continent has had a plac- 
jicl history. As a penal colony it had 
linonT than its share of heartbreakings, 
land the gold rush brought it a hew coun- 
ilry's full measureoflawlessnes and crime. 
jlkU Australia has had no wars or revolu- 
itions. She has increased from a squat- 
llers camp to a nation of more than 5,000- 
joOO people, with few of the growing 
|l)iiiiTs which mark such progress elsewhere.
May her lines continue to be cast in 
jploasant places. There is nothing but 
Iguoci will fpr her in NorUi America, 
jikit when the little sister of the nations, 
j(.’ol(;brate8 her one hundred and twenty 
(iflh birthday the world is compelled to 
j acknowledge it is growing okl.—Chicago. 
iJourual.
Record Price for Racehorse
I'or the tremendous sum of $200,000 
the well known stallion, The White Knight 
cino of the best handicap horses that ever 
ran on the English turf, has been sold to 
Out Russian Government.
Tlic White Knight won the Ascot Gold 
t^uinn two consecutive,years and was un- 
douhtedly one of the best horses of his 
''■'W. He put up a rcmarkalMo number 
sf successes during his career as a race 
lisrae and ns a three-year-old won the 
. I'hrec-Year Old Handicap nt Nowmarkr 
ihc Gold Vnso at Ascot, and the Newbury 
Autumn Cup.
The following year he accounted for 
the M arch Stakes at Newmarket, the Cor 
suation Cup at lilpBom, The Gold Cup at
given in the mes.s; the other the night 
on which once a year the married 
ladies of the regiment are invited to 
dinner by the bachelor officers. At all 
other times, even the colonel’s wife 
may not set foot inside the mess.
In regiments that annually celebrate 
some event in their history this is often 
made ladies’ night in mess, but other­
wise New Year’s Eve is a favorite oc­
casion for dining the ladies. Christ­
mas is little observed in an army mess, 
even outside Scottish regiments, where, 
of course, the New Year is the great 
event.
So far as possible, Christmas Day is 
made a holiday for the mess servants, 
and so, with the exception of the unfor­
tunate “orderly dog” (orderly officer of 
the day), the officers go out to Christ­
mas dinner with married comrades or 
civilian friends.
On New Year’s Eve, however, every 
available officer is present to welcome 
the ladies. They may be accompanied 
by their husbands, but, if so, the latter 
are also the guests of the bachelors. To 
make things as cheery and informal as 
possiVjle, the usual rules of social pre­
cedence are reversed. In the ordinary 
way the senior host Avould take in the 
senior lady, but on this occasion it is 
the last joined subaltern Avho offers his 
arm to the colonel’s wife (assuming the 
colonel to be married), Avhile the senior 
bachelor escorts the youngest married 
lady to the trophy-laden mess-table 
“Youngest” does not mean in point 
of age, or there might he heartburnings 
on this point, hut to the lady’s standing 
in the regiment, which is measured by 
her husband’s rank and seniority.
The topsy-turvy arrangement de­
scribed does not always work. “Mrs.
G. O.” (commanding officer) may be 
“formidable,” and the youngest, sub­
altern (“Boots,” as he is called) bashful 
and tongue-tied, while a grizzled and 
confirmed bachelor of a field officer 
may find it hard to amuse a suhaltei-n’s 
girl-bride.
Usually, however, there is no absence 
of jollity, always provided that the 
regiment is a “happy” one, though the 
writer remember.s one awful “ladles’ 
night,” when of the seven ladles pre­
sent only two were on speaking terms.
Dinner pursues its appointed course, 
or rather courses, in this case more 
numei'ous tlian usual, owing to the in­
troduction of various dainties dear, or 
supposed to he dear, to - the feminine 
palate, (llininpiik'no flows, and the hand
plays liR'lit nniHlc outside.
d'ho King's health Is duly proposed 
and honored, and by tlino-honored cus­
tom the bandmaster is Invltisl to take 
a seat at the tablo and to have a glass 
of wine and a cigar.
Then comes tlie unusual event In a 
moss of nH«i’-<Mnnor speech-making. 
Tlio senior bachelor has to iTvoposo the 
health of the I’elv gnesls, ii task which 
calls for conslilerahlo tact, fir he may 
ouslly “put his foot In It," and hadly.
Tlie toast Is supposeil to lie respond­
ed to hy tlie youngest iviai'V’Ied lady. 
Usually, however, she delegates this 
duty to"BootH," and If that young gen­
tleman does not make an ass of lilniself 
he must he a yontli of Hingular and un­
pleasant Helf-possossion.
TlKiii evoryliody lieglns making 
apooclies, Hometlmes HlmultaneouHly, 
and time files.
Meanwhile the men have heen gallv- 
erlng outside the mess. ^
The stroke of twelve sees the usual
lullKlHllllUlnu, tn.. '»incl pInyInB “Aul.l
I.UUK .Syi.B" f..r Bll it i» 'vnrll,. ,nu1
tu'eryhody inside and outside tliemess 
chanting It; for all they are worth,
Again, If h is a, ''hapiiy’’ reghoont nun 
will ho calls and cheers from the men 
for this or that lady, this or that ofll- 
Por.more speeches, and a general 
‘'heano.”
Often the usually sacred mess is in­
vaded by daring spirits from the ranks, 
who seize 'and chair popular officers 
round the mess or the Vjarrack square.
One of my last recollections of New 
Year’s Eve in the army is seeing my 
colonel being carried more or less head 
downwards round the ante-room by 
four of the very “hardest cases” in the 
regiment. However, everything must 
come to an end, and somewhere be­
tween one and two a.m. the ladies take 
their departure, having enjoyed an ex­
perience denied to most of their sex.— 
Tit-Bits.
CORRECTED.
Counsel, after severely cross-exam­
ining witness—How far exactly is it 
between these two towns?
Witness—About four miles as the 
flow flies. .
Ah, remarked coiiiisel, you mean as 
the crie flOAVS.
No, no, said the judge, suavely. It 
is as the file crows.
Then they looked at one another and 




Immense Bargains Offers Accepted
Must Clear
GirTs Smart Frocks, Underclothing, Table Linen, 
Laces, Ribbons, Men’s Overalls and Hosiery.
J. F. SIMISTER - - Proprietor.
Woman, said the dejected young 
man, is a disappointment and a fraud.
Indeed! replied one listener.
Yes. I saved up all my tobacco 
money and lived on bananas two weeks 
to treat Miss Truelove to the opera and 
a supper. Then I asked her to marry 
me, and she said she was afraid I was 




Contract for Labor and Goods.
jgj 22. Sales and purchases.
We are just Completing improvements 
our capacity. We are also installing the 
drykilns and will be in a position to supply all kinds of 
finishing lumber throughly dry. We have completed 
arrangements to enable us to deliver lumber by barge 
to all island points, promptly and at reasonable rates. 
We can supply you with all kinds of sash and doors 
from The Woodworkers Ud. Victo^^ Send your 
orders to us, we gueirantee saitisfEiction.
Mills and at
B.C.
Head Office: Victoria, B. C.
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THE ALIEN LAND QUESTION.
The question that is to be brought up 
by Captain Byers at the next meeting of 
the Board of Trade is undoubtedly one 
of the utmost importance. It will also 
iu the future be an absorbing one not 
only for us here in British Columbia but 
also over the whole of North America 
and though it will not so vitally affect 
other nations it v^will give rise to a most 
interesting discussion all over the world.
It resolves itself simply into what can be 
done by the, Causasian races to protect 
themselves from the inroads of the Mon­
golians.
From the earliest times, thousands o 
years before the period of written history, 
it is well known, that the inhabitants of 
the eastern part of the Asiatic plateau 
spread 'themselves east north south and 
west. There in that semi arid region 
lying to the north of the Hindu Koosh 
was apparently the cradle of all the hu­
man race that now inhabits Asia Europe 
and Africa and it is not improbable that 
the aboriginal races of North America 
came from the same stock. Nature 
seems to have made them the conquerors 
of the earth. The Caucasian race of which 
we British are a part is the most virile 
branch of this great human race and 
we have spread westwards and farther 
westwards until having completed the cir- 
A cle of the earth we have at last approached 
A A the frontiers of that land from which we 
originally emigrated and from which we 
all dread the inroad of another emigration 
only it will now flow eastwards instead 
of following its ancient westward course. 
This is the ethnological view of the situ­
ation in which nature will pursue its ir- 
risistible course in spite of any laws that 
we may make or any wars that we may 
wago if iu her inscrutable methods it is 
her intention to do so.
AWith this view however we have noth­
ing to do. The ways of nature although 
iWsistible are so slow that they are in- 
fappreciable through many generations of 
human existence and w6 may leave them 
out of the question. We cannot resist 
them even if we would. There remains 
then the mere utilitarian or social politi­
cal view of the situation to be consWer- 
ed and dealt with. The conditions of 
this are simple and easily stated but they 
are not so easy to dispose of.
In our migrations through countless 
ages from our original home on the high 
Asiatic plateau we have developed a vir­
ility and cultivated a civilisation that has 
rendered us the first of all human races 
and now when we at last meet again the 
inhabitants of that region from which we 
sprang we find them inferior to us in civ­
ilisation and those moral and intellectu­
al qualities that make our civilisation 
what it is and we do not want to ossoci 
ate with them because the inevitable re 
suit of doing so would be to tarnish the 
splendour of that civilisation. The cynic 
may call this ethnological snobbishness 
but unfortunately there is a worse cause 
for our unwilHngness to associate with 
our remote connections than this. It is 
that we arc afraid that the polish of pur 
civilisation is so slight that it will be quite 
spoilt by contact with the barbarism that 
still enfolds the races of Asia.
Politically in our westward migration 
we have found a vast desert and yet 
fertile country into which we have spread 
and by the arts and sciences aquired as 
port of our civilisation we have taken ad­
vantage of the fertility of this hitherto 
deserted land imd made it a more desirable 
piacetoliveiiL
mean to keep it to 
ourselves as a land in which our civilisa­
tion and nloHality may grow ^ud expand 
untainted by any of those vices that still 
linger with Asiatics.
How arc wc to do this is the question 
that now arises and it is one that will 
take and Is taking the work of the beat 
brains the human race can produce to
settle. It is complicated by the fact that i 
we are no longer a horde of savages 
gradually supplanting by our superior 
strength and our quicker intellect other 
savages only a little less advanced than 
ourselves. While we have progressed 
mightily the Asiatics have also progressed 
and have indeed assumed in part our own 
civilisation. To such an extent has this 
taken place that aided by the almost cos-1 
mic facilities of travel and intercourse 
that we have introduced we have been 
brought into intercourse with the 
Asiatics and have formed ties with them 
which our morality forbids us to burst a- 
sunder. But the fact remains that we 
want this land of ours for ourselves in 
which we may encourage the growth of 
those manners and customs which we 
conveniently classify under the generality 
of western civilisation’
EDITORIAL NOTES 
On Saturday last the weather was fine 
and warm and many people enjoyed them 
selves at the picnic at Armstrong’s Point. 
This is a most desirable place for a pic­
nic, but it has one drawback, it is rather 
far away from the railway station, so 
that many going there have to tramp 
along a hard and sometimes dusty road 
to get there. With the growth of Sidney 
and the spread of the settlement, round 
about, the beauty spots that used to ex­
ist are gradually being absorbed and are 
being covered with buildings. There yet 
remains, however, a large part of that 
forest covered bluft actually adjoining 
the railway which is popularly known as 
the “park,” It is covered with lofty 
trees and nearly all the underbrush has 
long ago been cleared out, so that it is a 
most suitable place for gatherings of the 
kind we have referred to. To render it 
still more suitable for this purpose it re 
quires a little attention, but the labor of 
a couple of men for a week should do all 
that is necessary. Surely the people of 
Sidney are public spirited enough to put 
their hands into their pocket and to raise 
the trifling sum required for the purpose. 
The railway company might well be ask­
ed to assist, even if it Awould not under­
take the whole job, because with such an 
attractive spot right at the gates of the 
terminus it might well regard it as an 
attraction for traiSic. It would be emin­
ently desirable that it should be reserved 
in perpetuity for the enjoyment of the 
public, and possibly its owners might be 
induced to take this view of the case.
We haveheard a great deal lately about 
the steam roller methods of the Conserv­
ative party machine, but it would be well 
if there was a little more real steam rol­
ler in evidence, or even an ordinary roller 
operated by a little horse sense. The 
genius who presides over our roads has 
lately deposited a quantity of shingle on 
many of our principal thoroughfares, 
quite oblivious of the fact that the roads 
have assumed their summer hardness, 
and that the shingle will remain in its 
loo#e uncomfortable condition until the 
winter rains, now a long way off. conie 
and help it combine with the soil below. 
By,that time it is* true a large part of the 
loose stuff will have been kicked off the 
road by passing tralfic, so that more will 
then be required to be placed on the 
road. Truly the machine and its ways 
are an abomination.
< ►
There are two little rocky islets lying 
to the southeast of Sidney island known 
as Bare, island and Halibut island, The 
former of these has the distinction of be­
ing a much frequented breeding place for 
all the many varieties of sen fowl that 
frequent these waters. There is no other 
place any where near where these birds 
breed and it is to be hoped that nothing 
will occur to disturb them and so cause 
them to leave their ancient haunt. The 
islands, which lie close together, are a 
reserve of the Cowichan Indians, but do 
not appear to be used by them and it 
ought to be easy for the government to 
acquire possession of them and make 
them a reserve forever for the use of the 
birds with strict regulations against their 
disturbance.
With the erection on all our streetw of 
poles and wires to bring the electric 
light and power into almost every house, 
it seems n pity that something cannot b0 
done to install a few slreet lights In the 
more prominent parts of Sidney, The 
matter is one that may well receive 
little public attention,
a
P. N. TESTER, Proprietor
and Cigars.
Rates $2.00 per Day
SPECIAL RATES BY THE MONTH
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Are your insurance arrangements
? If you are in any doubt let us 
because your only available time is now.
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Sole Agents for Vancouver Island
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Expert
LOCAL NEWS
Mr. and Mrs Oldfield returned to Sid­
ney on Tuesday last after a very pleas-
Repairing
We engage the Best Workmen 
obtainable. We pay them the 
Highest Wages because there is 
always so much dissatisfaction in 
regard to watch repairs. We are 
not looking to make profit from 
this department, but we are seek­
ing to secure confidence and make 
friends and customers.
We do high grade work and 
charge the same as you pay else­
where for ordinary repairing. .
ant trip to England
The regular meeting of the Board of 
Trade will be held in Berquist’s hall on 
Tuesday next at 8 p.m.
Oa Saturday last Empire Day the B. C. 
E' R. in Victoria carried a total of 67,429 
passengers thus breaking all records.
The new Central Building in Victoria 
has been acquired by the German Cana­
dian Trust Co. at a price exceeding $400, 
000,
Miss Mary Gaffney, of the Grand Duke 
cigar factory, spent the early part of this 
week visiting her parents at Ladysmith.
The new Australian liner the S. S. Ni- 
agra was seen by several people passing 
up the channel off Sidney on Wednesday 
afternoon.
J. Blackburn is building a bungalow 
on Fourth street which when constructed 
will be occupied by R. Sloan. The work 





(At the sign of the four dials) 
Corner of Broad and View Streets 
Victoria, B. C.
The decision of Magistrate Jay in Vic­
toria that the Lords Day observance Act 
is not operative on Vancouver Island 
to be appealed.
A cricket match was played on Satur­
day last, the Mill vs. the World. The 
World being a larger organism than the 
Mill naturally won by 140 runs to 2.
The building occupied by the Merchants 
Bank of Canadais receiving a much want­
ed coat of paint, the work is being done 
by Messrs' Walker and Crawford.
Miss Grier, of the staff of the Y. W. C. 
A., Victoria, Miss Farm.er and Miss M. 
Gillett spent Empire Day in Sidney the 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Moore.
As soon as the new water supply is 
finished the Canadian Pipe Co. the con­
tractors for the work will proceed either 
to Sooke or to Golden at both of which 
places another similar job awaits them.
The Canadian Pacific Railway Co’s new 
Pacific liner the Empress of Russia is ex­
pected at Victoria. She is a vessel of 
16,850 tons, 600 feet in length and with 
a beam of 67 feet. Her speed is twenty 
knots-
Mr. and Mrs T. J. Converse, and Miss 
Elliott were among the many who spent 
Empire day in Victoria. They were 
guests at the Prince George Hotel.
Miss Norris will spend a month with 
her parents at North Saanich. Then de­
part for Victoria where she will reside 
with her sister Mrs. Fred Burr Burnside 
Road.
We are glad to see that Mr. Henry 
Brethour who has been confined to his 
home for some days with something very 
like grippe has recovered and is able to 
be at his office again.
The yards of the Canadian Southern 
Lumber Co. are not big enough to hold 
the amount of lumber the company will 
presently be cutting. A large piece of 
I of land hitherto unused is being graded 
and levelled to make additional room.
At Truckee, California, a girl of 18 ran 
away from her home in consequence of a 
disagreement with her mother. Several 
days later her body was found in a can­
yon in the Siera Nevadas. The girl had 
been killed and half eaten by a bear..










liondon Guarantee and Accident Co. 
Limited.
Lloyd’s Plate Glass Insurance Co. 
Colonial Investment and Loan Co. 
Reliance Loan andJSavings Co., and 
General Agents for B. C. of 
I'hc Guardian Assurance Company, 
Ltd., and Law, Union and Rock In- 
surance Company, Ltd.
Notary Public for British Columbia.
Commissioner for Nova Scotia in 
British Columbia.
ViCTORiA, B, C.
In addition to the items already an­
nounced by telegram tbe estimates 
brought down at Ottawa contain the fol­
lowing amounts; Landing float $2,000, Re­
pairs to the wharf $1650, Telephone to 
James Island $1,350.
The building of the addition toC.F. 
Williams workshop is nearly completed. 
Mr. Williams will at once commence 
the construction of a slipway with a pow­
er windlass capable of handling vessels 
up to 50 ft. in length.
Mr. Haycroft from Crofton IS establish­
ing a boat building plant on one of the 
subdivisions of the old Downey estate 
near Deep Cove, Mr Haycroft has had 
considerable experience at this work and 
it may be expected that the work turned 
out by him will be the best.
On Sunday next the belfry and bell re­
cently presented to St. Andrew’s Church 
SidneybyMr. L. B. Cochran, formerly 
of Medicine Hat, will be dedicated at the 
evening service. The preacher on this 
occasion will be the Dean of Columbia. 
The bell has been presented by Mr. L. 
B. Cochran as amemorial to his late wife.
The erection of the electric light poles 
hroughout the town is now complete and 
a good deal of the necessary wire has 
been strung. There is yet, however, a 
gap to be filled between the East road 
and the company’s main line on the west­
ern side of the peninsula. This is caused 
by the uncertainty that still exists over 
the extension of Beacon avenue across 
the peninsula. This difficulty is not ex­
pected to delay the coming of the elec­
tric light for long as the poles can be 
erected along the school road if Beacon 
avenue is not available.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Cochran and fami­
ly left on Wednesday on a trip to Boston 
and New York via the North Coast Lim­
ited. After spending a month visiting 
friends and relatives at Boston they will 
extend there trip to Halifax, Nova Scotia
returning to Sidney in October.
A baseball game was played on Sunday 
last between the Sidney team and a pick­
ed team from Victoria. The game was 
witnessed by a large crowd chiefly people 
who were greatly disappointed at the 
way their home team played ball. The 
score resulting in a win for Victoria 24-7 
Brace up boys.
Mr. H D. Millar and Mr. W. O. Wal­
lace, of Victoria, spent a few hours look­
ing over our burg on Tuesday and ex­
pressed themselves as being delighted 
with the developments that have taken 
place in and around Sidney in the last 
few months and that the prospects for
the future look very bright.
A box social and entertainment will be 
held in Berquist’s large hall on Friday 
June 13th under the auspices of the I. O. 
G. T. The members and friends will 
give an entertainment after which the 
boxes will be sold. No charge will be 
made at the door. Ladies are requested 
to bringboxes containing lunch for two. 
Children unaccompanied by parents will 
not be admitted.
At the last meeting of the Board of 
Trade Mr. Dixon called attention to the 
evident existence of some illicit point of 
supply of intoxicating liquors. An exam­
ple of this occurred last Monday. An 
Indian in the ultimate state of intoxica­
tion was reeling about the town and be­
ing taken with great difficulty to his boat 
on the beach. It is evident that he did 
not obtain his liquor from the only legit 
imate source of supply.
PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRY
AND SMOKE










Express, General Teaming and Contracting
ALL KINDS OF CORD AND STOVE WOOD
";;,^-:"Telophono.20.
Eatimates given on Land Clearing, Road Grading and
Farm Work.
On Monday last Mr. J. J.; W vver- 
strnim^d himself while moving some heavy 
cases in his warehouse. He was just i 
able to get back to his store when he 
suddenly collapsed. Dr. Gordon Gum­
ming was soon on the spot and sent Mt. 
White to his home where it was found 
that no serious damage liad occured. We 
are glad to see that Mr. White is about 
again apparently as well and as brisk as 
ever. '
On Wednesday afternoon the Rev.T. C. 
and Miss Des. Barren entertained a nutn- 
ber of clergymen from all parts of Brit 
lah Columbia and from Washington and 
Oregon who are at present in Victoria at­
tending a clerical convention. Tea was 
aervod on thclawn, and the various dain­
ties handed round by the smartest of 
Sidney's daughters were much appreciated 
by the visitors after their long motor ride 
from Vic U»rla. Owing to the short notice 
at which the entertainment was prepared
and to the somewhat limited space avail­
able, it was impossible to invito others 
than the omcialB of the church, and those 
intimately connected with its governance.
VICTORIA,
agents FOR B. C. AND ALBERTA.
CONTRACTOR. PLASTERING 
AND BRIGK WORK
Fireplaces a Specialty. Sidney B. C,
v.r. r-r*-'
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LEGISLATORS WOULD REGULATE 
CLOTHES.
■
Is it as bad as all this?
Do we have to select our spring and 
summer suits with a copy of the 
clothes laws in one hand and a revised 
fashion book in the other? They must 
be more freakish than we suspected 
if the government feels called upon to 
interfere.
Lately a lot of legislators, anxious 
to seem busy about something and so 
earn their yearly stipend, have 
smashed their way into the limelight of 
™r.......iiiTir, c^T^nT’o^'al and feminine dis-
favor by voicing a desire to censor 
women’s clothes. They believe our 
magnificent country, with its moun­
tains, valleys and bluffs, is stumbling 
straight to ballyrot by reason of femi­
nine apparel, or maybe the lack of it.
The slashed skirt they look upon as 
a delusion and a snare, while the de­
liciously cool and dainty covering 
called a waist is voted a veritable 
stumbling block to best intentions. 
They want us to build our dinner 
dresses so we have to pack them in a 
suitcase instead of an envelope. Higher 
at the top and fuller around the bottom 
is the watchword.
At least three states—Illinois, Massa­
chusetts and Louisiana have hatpin 
laws limiting the length of the woman­
ly weapon of self-defence and requir­
ing the points to be covered when at 
rest. Ohio wants her daughters to 
keep their neck within two inches of 
the chin.
With such questions as pure food, 
■high cost of living, distribution of 
spoils., demon rum, trust-busting 
collecting bothering their brains, it 
seems that the wise men who keep the 
ship of state from going aground might 
leave the women to look out for their 
own warcirobe.
Balkan slashes, crepe meteors, de 
Medici collars, and other tricks of the 
trade' are not their native elements.
man trailing his wife on a 
fashion hunt and if he doesn’t look as 
if his feet hurt him it's because he’s 
in the gown and suit business. A cbun- 
ill ^ French boudoir is 
light and graceful in comparison with 
the man who has been dragged into a 
departmental store under protest.
There is this much about it: If the
legislators are going to insist upon get- 
v tirig publicity at women’s expense it 
won’t be so very long until some fight- 
er will rise up and demand equal rights 
question. If her husband 
is to select her clothes and regulate 
t^^^^ cut, she will insist that turn 
obmit is fair Play. The result will be a
revolution in the men’s tailoring tiade.
“I’d like for nothing better than the 
right to choose my husband’s clothes,’’ 
said the romantic little wife who 
spends all her spare money on mati­
nees and simply adores the way hand­
some stage heroes wear their clothes.
“Douglass Fairbanks had a perfect 
darling of a cream colored suit, with 
patch pockets, and Mr. Warner wears 
the stunningest Norfolk and, oh! have 
you seen Richard Bennett’s black and 
white checked? Now, if I could only 
get Henry to buy a suit like one of 
these, instead of the same old Oxford 
gray. I’m sure he would look too sweet
for woi'uS.
TWENTY NEW VEGETABLES.
The enrichment of the domestic bill 
of fare makes progress. Sir Walter 
Raleigh made the succulent potato a 
staple of modern foods. Science has 
seriously taken in hand the mattei of 
adding new fruits and vegetables to our 
dietry. The loganberry, so aciduously 
sweet to the palate, is followed by the 
udo, the dasheen and 18 more new 
vegetables with equally strange 
names, which make us understand how 
queer and uncouth “tobacco” and “po­
tato” sounded to English ears three 
centuries ago.
Cromwell Childe tells us that the 
farmer grows only 17 or 20 vegetables, 
but that science has discovered or 
evolved at least 20 new ones. He 
thinks ■ that within ten years the 
American housew'ife will have 40 
vegetables instead of 20 from which to 
make meals. They are neither fads 
nor freaks. Farmers are raising them, 
they already have some market and 
they have won popularity. They are 
money makers.
Among them are the dasheen, the 
udo, the aquatic potato, the roselle, 
the Japanese radish, the Chinese cab­
bage, the scarlet runner, cardoons, 
seakale, collards, corn salad, Swiss 
chard, Chinese artichokes, the broad 
bean and Japanese kiushu.
The dasheen is a potato between the 
white and sweet potato. It has an ac 
ceptable flavor and can be grown, in 
soils impossible for the ordinary po­
tato. The udo is some sort of rich 
relation to the asparagus. The - roselle I 
is an equivalent for the cranberry and 
flourishes in climates impracticable for 
the cranberry. Chinese cabbage looks 
like lettuce and tastes like exceedingly 
delicate cabbage. Swiss chard or silver 
beet resembles a narrow-leaved let­
tuce and is eaten as greens. Chinese 
artichoke looks like a sweet potato and 
makes its likcrs enthuse over its fla­
vor. Corn salad or lamb’s lettuce is 
eaten as is spinach. The “submarine” 
or aquatic potato grows in moist or
even marshy ground, j
The beauty of our new culinary 
friends is that many are actual early 
crops. The udo can be put on the 
market when asparagus Is only ripen­
ing. It is not asparagus, but it is an 
acceptable rival. People eager for 
early asparagus therefore buy udo. Al­
most all the other new vegetables have 
the same commercial availability.
The first attempt to elope ended in 
failure. Poor Sarah Ponsonby broke 
her leg in ti’ying to get over a park 
wall early in the morning. The two 
ladies were brought back to their re­
spective home.s in disgi’ace. But their 
courage and determination remained 
undaunted, and a second attempt was 
made two years later, in March, 1778.
This time they got as far as the quay 
at Waterford before they were cap­
tured and again brought back.
But the relatives had to deal with 
two very determined young women, 
bent on following the harmless scheme 
of life they had planned for themselves.
Wearied out by importunities, the 
friends and relatives at last gave their 
consent. In those days it must have 
seemed an unheard of and extraordin­
ary idea for two young women friends 
to settle down together for life. There 
were many predictions that the scheme 
would end in failure and disastei, all of 
which time proved false. The two 
friends came together, never to be sep­
arated during life.
On a summer clay in 1778 they set 
sail from Waterford, accompanied by 
one faithful Irish servant, Mary Carryl. 
After wandering about for some time 
in North Wales they settled down in 
the picturesciue little village of Llan­
gollen. Encircling hills, some, craggy 
and massive, some green and well- 
wooded, shut off this valley from the 
world, and the River Dee winds 
through it in a rocky bed. Ruskin,
Browning, Hazlitt and other celeb­
rities have sung the praises of this 
“sweetest of vales.”
A relative of M iss Ponsonby has re­
corded that “they left for Wales and 
settled there and dedicated their lives 
to good among the poor and miser­
able.”
For fifty years the ladies of Llan­
gollen lived in their beloved valley, 
never sleeping out of their own house 
for even one night.
Among their Irish visitors was Ed­
mund Burke. There is a letter ex-; 
tant of his to them in which in very
distinguished phrase he tries to con­
sole them for scandals that had been
printed about them. , “Your consola­
tion must be that you suffer only from 
the baseness of the age/in Avhicb yo^ 
live, that you suffer from the violence 
of calumny for the virtues that entitle 
you to the esteem of all who know how 
to esteem honor, friendship, principle 
and dignity of thinking, . . . I trust
that the piety, good sense and forti­
tude that hitherto have distinguished 
you and made you tho mark of envy 
even in your retreat will enable you 
to despise the scandals of those whom, 
if you know them, you would despise 
on every other account.”
become dormant by their rightful own­
ers. There are several explanations. A 
man in business may, for some private 
reason open an account in anotiier 
bank. He dies; his executors know 
nothing about the extra account; he
Sidney Board of 
Trade
The regular meeting of the Board of
o ii ici • i, rr* i t ^^ T Trade will be held on Tuesday, June 3,has left no memorandum ot it and it iraue wi „ „
goes unclaimed. A depositor may die 
abroad or disappear, leaving no clue 
to his whereabouts. A man may even 
forget that he ever had such an ac­
count. Incomprehensible as this may 
seem, it has frequently occurred. In 
almost every instance carelessness in 
money matters accounts for these un­
claimed fortunes.
Despite the well-known facts, the 
unclaimed deposits are yearly increas­
ing. To put one’s money in a bank and 
go away and forget it is but one de­
gree less careles.s than to hide it in an 
old teapot or sugar bowl or beneath 
the rafters or bury it in the cellar. 
The only advantage to the puVilic in 
having the funds in a bank is that the 
money is inv'csted in some useful pro­
ject and the public thus realizes a de­
gree of utility from it, which it would 
not derive were the money buried. As 
far as the rightful owner of the gold, 
however, it might as well be lost; he 
gets no good from it.
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there, young feller. A dollar for 
c^ir!”
gtude—"Sold! ’’—Cornell ^Tdow.
R. G. R. Mackenzie
Barrister at Law and Solicitor
Notary Public, Etc.
Cable Address, “ Mack.”
Sidney - ■ ■ B. C.
c
FORT STREET, VICTORIA, B. C.
“THE LADIES OF LLANGOLLEN."
Lady Eleanor Butler and the Honor­
able Sarah Ponsonby wore “Irish ladlea 
of rank and lieauty who loved each 
other with an afl’oction ho true that 
they could not bear the Idea of the 
sortaratlon which the marriage of cither 
would ncccBBltato.” A Hketch of their 
career, written hy Mary Gv Modcalf, ap­
pears In the “Treasury.” Eleanor But­
ler was some sixteen years tho older, 
hut the discrepancy In years did not 
Interfere with the attachmemt. It was 
when Sarah PopHonhy was soventoon 
and Vier friend thirty-three that they 
(‘xchnngod vows and resolved to eschew 
marriage and to remain true to each 
other for life. Eleanor Butler had In­
deed already refuMod many (dlgible of­
fers. They waited three years longer
however before making the first at­
tempt at an elopement. Bnrah Ponson-
by was then a charming glrV of twenty,
an aceomplished Ihigulsl, and a talr 
artist. Pel ted and made much (tf a,t 
Vmme, she was admired aViroad, and, 
like I.ady Eleanor, the whole worhl of 
i ratik and faslilon lay at her feet.
UNCLAIMED MILLIONS. '
Twenty million dollar.s l.s unclaimed 
In the hanks of Greut Britain. 1 his 
statement is made on the basis of tho 
amount of unclaimed money in tho 
coffers of the Bank of England alone. 
That institution a few years ago had 
more than 11,000 dormant accounts, 40 
of which exceeded $50,000 apiece, while 
one was written in six figures.
The banks, of eourso, are glad to bo 
the depositories of Iho money, since 
tliey claim ownership after keeping the 
accounts open seven years. It Is In- 
oomprohenslhlo to some how so great 




I am prepared to assist you in choosing 
the style of your new home. A large 
number of designs always on hand and 
estimates cheerfully furnished.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
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Short Orders. Meals at all
hours. White help.
Special Rates by the Week 
21 Meals $5.00.
Amazing Hunger Strike Records
Made by Hungarian in England
J. Niven Brown
Carpenter and Builder
deep cove Sidney P. O.
EOLUMBIAN nOOTIES
Winners at Saanich and Provincial 
Shows.




BOOT AND SHOE 
REPAIRING
IBeacon Avenue Sidney B. C. Near the 
New Bank Building
Lowest prices compatible with good 
iwork and best material. We employ 
Iskilled help and warrant satisfaction.
ILook For the Red Boot Sign
For Furnished Rooms and 
Board.




Estimates given for every 
description of blacksmith­
ing and wagon work.
Cord wood beach wood, etc., 
cut into stove lengths at 
moderate prices.





TAKE NOTICE that ROBERT GREIG 
KENNEDY, of Saanich, in tbo Province 
plBritiah Columbia, a Civil Engineer, 
|inteiKla to apply for permission to lease 
I the following described I’and:
The famous i’asting-man, Signor 
Sacco, has made a romantic addition to 
the many records he has established, 
for he has just been married after hav­
ing completed a “hunger strike" of 
forty-two days at Kingston-on- 
Thames. What adds piquancy to the 
romance of his latest fast is the fact 
that his seventeen-year-old bride sat 
beside bis glass cabinet for lon.g 
periods during liis voluntary abstin­
ence. from food. But his latest fasting 
feat was by no means bis longest. 
Some six years ago at Olympia he 
“starved” himself for forty-six days 
four liours, and thus beat the record of 
forty-five days two hours, which he bad 
set up at what was then Hengler’s Cir­
cus, London. it is noteworthy that 
during the former fast Sacco smoked 
1,400 cigarettes and consumed 450 bot­
tles of mineral water; while during the 
latter fast he drank eighty-five bottles 
of table water and smoked 952 cigar­
ettes.
Sacco, who is a Hungarian by birth, 
began fasting when the famous Gio­
vanni Sued, to whom he was secretary 
when he made his great fasts, retired.
“I thou.ght it was a pity to let the 
‘business’ fall through,” said Sacco 
once, “so I determined to do the fast­
ing myself.” Succi’s forty days’ fast in 
London in 1890 is still well remember­
ed. The temperature of his apartment 
was high, and was charged with mois­
ture, both of which conditions are fav­
orable. It is well known that owing to 
the prevailing warmth and moisture 
miners imprisoned in mines sometimes 
live for long periods. There is a case 
on record of a man of six:ty-five being 
found alive after having t.-iin buried 
in a coal mine for twenty-five days, 
during the first ten of which he was 
able to get a little water. Succi took 
no exercise, except that involved in 
passing from his bed to his chair. Be­
sides wateiT (pure and mineral), of 
which he took about a pint daily, he 
swallowed a few drops of so-called 
“elixir,” the composition of wdiich is 
unknown. It was said to he a drug 
similar to morphine, and to have allay­
ed pain in the stomach. At the begin­
ning of the fast Succi weighed 126% 
Itas. His decrease in thirty days 
amounted to 28 lbs.
In 1880 a Dr. Tanner, of New York, 
succeeded in totally abstaining fi'om 
all food, although carefully watched the 
whole time, for forty days, and gained 
almost world-wide notoriety hy his 
feat,
But this achievement was nothing 
compared to that of an old Frencli 
.soldier named Jacques, who fasted for 
sixty days at one of the music halls In 
New York. A. still more wonderful 
feat or ahstineneo,than this was per­
formed by a murderer named Gi’anic, at 
Toulouse, In I'^ranco, who determined to 
sturv’o hiinseU' to defith In order to es­
cape the guillotine, and from the day 
of Ills arrest he refused to oat. In 
siplte of every ofrort on tho part of his 
warders—who tried tempting him to 
eat l>y placing tlio most dainty meals 
In ills cell, and then, wlien that failed, 
attempting to feed him by I’oroe—ho 
hold out for slxty-tViree days, ut the 
end of which time be (lied. 'Phis Is tho 
longest fast on record.
It Is a remarkable fact tlial ibtu’c are
sixteen years.” As can readily he un­
derstood, this statement, coming as it 
did from the local clergyman, aroused 
the greatest excitement all over the 
kingdom, and the medical men were 
deeply concerned about it. In order to 
test the truth of the statements it was 
decided that nurses and doctors from 
Guy’s Hospital should go down to 
Lithernenadd to examine and keep 
close watch on this fasting wonder, 
and so on December 5th, 1869, the 
watching began. No one except the 
watchers and medical men was, on any 
pretence whatever, allowed to enter 
the room where Sarah Jacobs was con­
fined, while she Avas not allowed to 
leave it.
Day by day, from the second day af­
ter the beginning of the test, the girl 
got weaker and weaker and visibly 
thinner, and at the end of a Aveek her 
condition had become so serious that 
the doctors in attendance told her 
parents she Avas dying of starvation, 
'riiey, however, ridiculed this assertion, 
saying that she had often seemed as ill 
before; but she had always regained 
her strength in a few days. Unfortun­
ately, she did not do so in this case, for 
she died on the eighth day from the 
commencement of the test, “of prostra­
tion subsequent to starvation,” as the 
death certificate read. Her parents 
and the doctors and nurses in charge- 
were subsequently arrested and tried 
for manslaughter, and although the 
father was sentenced to twelve months’ 
imprisonment, and the mother to six 
months, the doctors and nurses were 
acquitted.
Another woman who professed to he 
in the possession of extraordinary 
fasting powers was Miss Mollie Pau- 
clier, of Brooklyn, New York, concern­
ing whom a long account appeared in 
the New York newspapers of October 
20, 1878. It was claimed by her sup­
porters that she had not tasted fhod for 
fourteen years, and many—among 
them several eminent medical men— 
were convinced of the bona fides of the 
case by the evidence brought forward.
A prominent New York doctor named 
Hammond, however, remained uncon­
vinced, and he issued a public chal­
lenge, in which he agreed to pay Miss 
Faucher .$1,000 (£200) if she would 
consent to be watched for thirty days 
and nights continuously, and if during 
that period she totally abstained from 
all food or nourishment. The chal­
lenge, however, was declined, and she 
was not heard of after as a claimant to 
fasting honors. There are also well- 
attested record.s of a French girl, 
Christina Michelot, who lived for four 
years "without any solid food of any 
description”; of Monica Mutchcterla, a 
woman of Suabia, who, while suffering 
from a complication of niwvou.s dis­
orders, subsisted for two years on a 
dietary of curd.s and whey and water; 
and of Ann Walsh, a twolve-year-old 
girl of Harrogate, who survived for 
eighteen months on n dally allowance 
of a third of a pint of wine and water.
Two or throe years ago exporlinents 
In fasting’ for sclentinc purposes wore 
inado, one In Soinoraet and the other 
in Kent. In order to ascertain whether 
the accumulation of waste and un­
necessary material In tho system was 
the cause of much disease, and
SIDNEY WATER AND POWER 
COMPANY, LIMITED
Anyone desirous of being connected with the 
new water system is requested to call at the office 
of the Western Dominion Land and Investment Co. 







Orders left at C. F. Williams’ Machine Shop will 
be punctually attended to.
SIDNEY. B.C.
See Our Window Display of




so luany riKiords of women who have whether solf-lmposod starvation was
Goiumenclng'at a post planted on the 
i* of Lot Eight (8), ofluirihwest corner juu^ .k 
Hloclc Seventy-three (73), as shown^upon
BMilan of Sections Seventeen (17) and 
* “ "" (3) WcHl,lighteen (18), Range Three ( )
North Saanich, deposited in tho Land 
'^’gistry odflcc at tho City of Victoria, in 
the Province of British Columbia, and 
luimbcrcd 1151; thence southwesterly at 
tight angles to the shore lino ten chains;
thence southeasterly two hundred feot 
.. .................... id • •' ------
fiistc'd for oxtonded porlodH-’-long, ol 
ooui-He, lufi’oro the SulTragotto "hunger 
Hlrlkt's" were dri'umt of. Loss tlian 
twenty years ago an old lady of sixty 
dlstresHod by family tvoublo, starved 
hersolf for (ll’ty dayH, having during tho 
whole time taken nothing but cold wa­
ter, whli the oxeeraion (if two K'aspoon 
fills of brandy on one oooiislon. More 
recently In London a Danlslv woman,
Sidney Saanichton
Estimates furnished.
IVrunlicl to the .sa shore line; thence 
aonhcnatcrly to the southwest corner 
post of Lot Five (5) shown on the snKl 
plan;thence northwesterly following the 
Hiiitl shore line to the point of commenco- 
I'aoiit and containing three acies uioi e or
the ninth day of May, A. D, ,1913
R, G. KENNEDY.
IW, F. U. COPBMAN, Name of Applicant 
212 Jones Bldg,, Victoria.
a sound method of its elimination, and 
as such conducive to bottev health, Dr. 
F. Penny, of Tlmlnstor, did not break, 
hlB fast for thirty days. All that 
passed his iips during that period was 
distilled water, and at the end of his 
experiment ho found that his weight 
had docreasod only HO pounds, or an 
averago of 1 pound a day. Mr. Charles
, ,
Sponcor, an artist, of Kent, In tho bo 
MnirAugnsl'c ChrlHtiniHon, successfully [ginning (Sf 1010 also fasted for forty 
accompllHhed a thirty dnys’fUBt. two days In order to "euro" an "ah-
In Uhls It was reported that a young normal appetite. fco satiistaotoiy etUl 
woman named Sarah Jacohs, living at he find the results to be that at tln^ 
Linu rncuadd. in Wnle.s, had ontlroly | close of his experiment ho declared
glv(jn up eating for Bomo years 
and the vicar of the parish went so far
iiii« lo stale "oa his profcHHlomil hontn
that slio had not parlaUen of a single 
grain of food of any kind wluiiovtsr for
that fasting for health would yet be 
generally adopted; but that It was a 
grave error ftir anyuno to fast who had 
not a thorough sclentlfle knowledge of 
ilhc HUh.lecl.—TH-Blts. "
DEEP COVE, SAANICH INLET.
Launches ior Hire and Sale. Row Boats for Hire nniJ Sale
All Kindis of Towing and Scowing.
Continual Attendance at Boat House. 
Rates Reasonable.
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CHURCH NEWS
ANGLICAN CHURCHES.
June 1—Second Sunday after Trinity.
8.00 a.m.—Holy Communion, St- And­
rew’s.
11.00 a.m.—Morning Prayer, Holy Trin­
ity.




11 a.m. Berquist’s small hall.
3 p.m. South Saanich church.
7.30 p.m. North Saanich church. 
Sunday School:—
10.15 a.m. Berquist’s small hall
2 p.m. South Saanich church.
2.30 p.m. North Saanich church. 
Wednesday 8 p.m. Prayer meeting
in parsonage.
Ladies’ aid meeting 2nd Thursday
of each month.
JAS. HICKS, Pastor.
“But she does not wish you to pay for 
them.”
“Well we do not want her to spend her 
money on us.”
If this will not suffice to prove the 
headline of this article we could advance 
more examples.
Here are these two little angels on 
earth. Is there no psycologist; is there 
no clergyman: no philosopher, who will 
take the trouble to decipher these living 
hieroglyphics?
Boy Scout Orders for First Troop.
Troop orders by A. MacArtair, com­
manding.
Orderly Room will be held at head­
quarters Tuesday evenings at 8 o’clock.
Enrolment Cards can be obtained at 
orderly room.
Parades on first and third Saturday of 
each month.
LOCAL NEWS
Lieut. Everall, of the Corps ot Guides 
with Mrs. Everall are at present staying 
with Mrs Everall’s sister, Mrs. A. O. 
Wheeler. Lieut. Everall is quartered at 
Port Arthur in the Military district No. 10 
(Winnipeg) where he is inspecting engin­
eer for the government of the C. N. R. 
now in course of construction. Lieut. Ev­
erall will leave for his home in a few days 
but Mrs. Everall expects to spend the 
whole summer with her parents Profess­
or and Mrs. Macoun and with her sister 
Mrs. A. O. Wheeler.
Pacific Limericks 
There was a young maid of Vancouver, 
So sweet that you couldn’t improve her; 
But it rained there one day.
And she melted away;
With a shovel they had to remove her.
There was a young maid of Victoria, 
So clever she simply would bore ye. 
When she spoke of a dream,
I thought I should scream;
For she called it a phantasmagoria.
lljlii
is, :
WHERE RALEIGH FIRST PLANTED 
THE POTATO.
Lisniore Castle, Avhich has been the 
scene of the recent festivities in in 
Dublin promoted by the Duke of Dev­
onshire, is one of the many picturesque 
The terrible pier accident in California strongholds for which Ireland is justly 
might well act as a warning, if one were famed.
wanted, to us as to the condition of our it stands on a rock rising steep from 
own wharf. A specimen of government the famous river Blackwater, and so 
carelessness as to the serious conse- Uheer is the fall from some of the 
quences that might happen is indicated windows that, according to local tra- 
by the notice warning people of the dition, James II., though at one time a 
dangerous condition of the structure. started back in horror when
This was originally printed in small char- Lj^j^ducted to an opening from which he 
acters on an old piece of board which able to take a view of the sur-
was nailed to a nearby fence where it Lgdfiding country.
was quite inconspicuous. The weather favorites of the Duke’s
has now all but obliterated the lettering ggyeral country residences, Lismore is 
and it is absolutely useless. endowed with many historical associa-
Next to parental influence the most tions. To begin with, not only the 
powerful forces that mould a boy into castle but the neighborhood, is full of 
a useful man are those to which he is memories of Raleigh and Spenser, 
subjected at school. We are sorry to The estate at one time actually be 
have to record that the discipline of the longed to Sir Walter, and was sold by 
boys at the Sidney public school is ex- him to the Earl of Cork, and it was in 
tremely lax, so that a bad state of affairs the lovely gardens that Raleigh plant- 
is coming into existence. There are boys ed the first potato, and that Spenser is 
attending this school who are evidently hoiieved to have written much of the 
fitted for becoming toughs as soon as «Faerio Queene.” It is surrounded by
they reach man’s estate,and the example very fine park, thickly wooded, in
of these boys exercises a most pernicious ^vhich is a new Avenue nearly two hun- 
influence on the minds of their younger long.
class mates. One form in which this idsmore became the property of the
lack of discipline manifests itself is in Devonshire through Lady
the class of language used by the schol- Boyle, daughter and heiress
ars. We do not refer to its grammatical | fourth Earl of Cork,
construction, which is absolutely lacking, 
but to the downright blasphemy and ob­
scenity which is quite commonly used 
and which soon contaminates other child­
ren brought up by careful parents.
Something should be done at once to 
remedy this state of affairs.
A Psycological Study.
U \ rt I
At the present moment there are two 
little boys living at Saanichton, and if 
you search B/itish Columbia it is very 
probable you will not find their equals. 
Gentlemanly, well disciplined, they are 
the ndmirntion of all who meet^ them.
We cull them the “Saanichton Princes,” 
but even this titledoes not do them jus­
tice, for they seem to be princes of a 
world that is fairer than this.
Who are they ? What are they ? Wlicncc _ 
came they? Let those who have not j oaugnicr 
quenched every spark of humanity and 
having tears to shed, draw out their 
handkerchiefs. These dear little child­
ren are none other than the sons of the 
unfortunate man who now lies under
DISCRETION.
“I say, Tom, lend me another ten, will 
you?’*
“Heavens! Why doh’t you go to 
work and earn money?’’
“Don't dare to, my boy. People 
would think the governor had dlsln- 
I herlted mo, and that would ruin my 
credU.’’™Boston Transcript,
Contractors get our 
prices on Nails, Door 
Sets, Paper anti Beaver 
Board. We can save you 
time and money.
Tho Now Standarcl,—Rniokor—“Is 
Blie Interested in th'?- ’I’arilT BlH?’’
Boel<er—-“YeHi siu) miys Hho won’t 
marry a man wVio doesn't pay an in* 
eomo tax,’’- New York Sun.
BORN—On Friday last, 23rd May, to 
the wife of J. G. BilHngB of Sidney, a
Governess Wanted.
WINDOW GLASS





Raw and Boiled Oil, Tur­
pentine, Etc. 










Tennis and Yachting 
Shoes in all sizesj black, 
white and tan.
Swift’s Hams and Bacon
A daily governess with knowledge of
u.M.uu«.- ................- -- , music to teach young children; family in
sentence of death in Victoria for causing Sidney. Apply to Mrs. Adamson, Sen 
the death of his wife. 1 Point, Sidney, B. C.
“Do you say your prayers when you go
IngersoU Cream Cheese. 
Huntley and Palmers’
Biscuits.




MEN’S CITY ‘‘K” 
BOOTS
Best value in Canada.
Misses’ and Ladies’ One 
Strap Slippers Just
Also Men’s Tan Pullman
WE DELIVER ALL GOODS PURCHASED
ill).
mil
V i:\tt X" '-'‘i
a.vA.L,,.,-);. ':;.i
Wl
to bed?" “Yes.” was the reply, “and we 
feci that mothor in near us. We have 
hcrbiblc, and an panphv«ametimea steal
we have it locked up in a drawer.”
“We Bhall be seeing your friend Mrs.
Have you any mesBngo ?"
“Yes, I have a dollar to send her," re* 
plied the elder boy of seven years. “She 
brought ussomc toys."
For Sale on Downey 
Subdivision
About fift y ricks of Gordon fir, cut and 
wjfiit in 16" lengths, at$2.00 per rick. Ap­
ply. F.M. Maunscl, 203 Times Bldg., Vic­
toria, B. C.
